Live Hacking Team Release Updated Linux Distro for Penetration
Testing
The Live Hacking project announces an updated version of its free Linux distribution
designed for penetration testing and ethical hacking.
April 22, 2011 (FPRC) -- The Live Hacking project, led by Dr. Ali Jahangiri, is pleased to announce
an updated version of its security orientated Linux distribution the “Live Hacking DVD”. Designed for
penetration testing and ethical hacking, the new release has updated over 140 packages including
Metasploit and Firefox.
The Live Hacking Linux distribution is a 'Live DVD' meaning that it boots and runs directly from the
DVD without needing to be installed on your hard disk. Once it starts you can use the included
utilities to perform penetration tests and ethically hack on your own network to ensure that it is
secure from outside intruders.
New in this release is Metasploit Framework 3.6 which can be used to test your network using the
framework's internal database of known weaknesses and exploits. New to V3.6 are post-exploitation
modules that can be run on exploited systems to perform actions such as gathering additional
information, pivoting to other networks and elevating system privileges. V3.6 also adds 15 new
exploits making a total of 648 exploit modules, 342 auxiliary modules and 23 post modules.
“The Live Hacking Linux distribution has been a great success. It is downloaded on average 50
times per day and we have had over 4,500 downloads in the first three months of this year alone.”
said Dr. Ali Jahangiri the project leader. “We are keen to keep the distro up to date and we are
planning to add more features and tools in the future.”
The Live Hacking DVD is part of the Live Hacking family which includes the LiveHacking.com
security and penetration testing website. LiveHacking.com is an essential resource for security
professionals and those wishing to educate themselves about security. The web site has security
related news, features and articles plus educational videos about using some of the security tools
found on the Live Hacking DVD.
LiveHacking.com also has information about Dr. Jahangiri's book “Live Hacking: The Ultimate Guide
to Hacking Techniques & Countermeasures for Ethical Hackers & IT Security Experts”, as well as
details of the Live Hacking Workshops which Dr Jahangiri runs internationally, to introduce IT
professionals to the world of ethical hacking.
About Dr. Ali Jahangiri
Dr. Ali Jahangiri, Sc.D, LPT, CEH, CHFI, CEI, MCSE:Security and ISO27001 Lead Auditor, is a
world-renowned information security expert and author. In addition to Live Hacking he has also
written the Computer Network Handbook as well as many other technical papers and training
manuals. He has an extensive background in computer science and has worked as an information
security auditor, cyber security consultant and technical trainer. He is a Chartered IT Professional
member of the British Computer Society, and a professional member of both the IEEE and the
Information Systems Audit and Control Association.
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Contact
Dr. Ali Jahangiri
Post Box: 14578
Arlington, Texas 76094
Web: LiveHacking.com
Contact Information
For more information contact Dr. Ali Jahangiri of Live Hacking (http://livehacking.com)
817 224 2231
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